
He who will not work 

2 Thessalonians 3:6-13 

 

In school my two favorite subjects were history and English.  I enjoy 

reading and writing and there is a lot to read and write about when we 

get into history, whether it be American history, world history, or church 

history.  So, today’s reading fed into both of my interests. 

This story about people who are being lazy, and Paul’s response, took 

me immediately to the story of Captain John Smith and the founding of 

the English colony at Jamestown.  There is quite a bit of established 

history, as well as lore, about this early settlement.  Captain Smith 

presents as a colorful character chosen to lead these early settlers in the 

New World.  One story, other than the one about the Indian princess 

Pocahontas, is that there came a time when many of the settlers became 

lazy about making their contributions to the colony.  Now I don’t know 

if they felt their efforts were futile, after all life was very hard then, or if 

perhaps they would have been considered members of the “upper crust” 

in England and simply not accustomed to physical labor.  In any event, 

things got to the point where Captain Smith made this pronouncement to 

the settlers:  "He who will not work shall not eat."  This apparently 

made an impact on those who were slacking, because according to 

History.com “the colony made progress: The settlers dug the first well, 



planted crops and began repairing the fort that had burned down the 

previous winter.”  Perhaps Captain Smith was recalling Paul’s 

admonition to the Thessalonians about the value of each one pulling 

their own weight. 

Before we go any further, I want to make sure you understand that in 

both instances those who are seen as slackers and running the risk of not 

having food to eat are those who are able-bodied, but just sitting on their 

hands waiting for others to do for them.  Throughout time it has been 

understood that there are people who, through no fault of their own, are 

not able to do for themselves or others.  These are not the people being 

addressed by Captain Smith or the Apostle Paul. In fact, these would be 

people that the slackers are letting down with their sloth. 

I find it interesting that people had not changed much in the centuries 

between Paul and Captain Smith.  Each generation had its slackers, those 

willing to watch others do the work, yet expecting to take part in the 

rewards of the work of others.  Truth be told, people haven’t changed 

much in the last 400 years in America either.  Each of us can likely call 

to mind someone we know who puts forth minimum, or less than 

minimum effort, yet still expects to eat without having done their fair 

share of work.  These may be the same people who go about 

complaining about those who do work, participating in gossiping and 

backbiting that only hinders the work of the church. 



Paul had a valid complaint.  He had showed how the early church 

leaders and members were to conduct themselves.  They were to model 

themselves after Jesus, who always gave even to the point of giving his 

life for those he loved.  Paul, himself, worked as a tent maker, earning 

his own keep and not depending on his hosts for his upkeep.  This made 

me think of Pastor Clay’s comments last week about responsibilities and 

rights.  Paul certainly had a right to receive support as he toiled to build 

the local churches on his missionary journeys.  Yet, he chose to be 

responsible and set an example for others to follow, an example of 

selfless service.   

We are called to be a giving people. Yet in that giving we may find 

ourselves being taken advantage of by others.  This is something we 

need to be aware of and to establish boundaries.  Paul’s admonition of 

no work, no food, gives us permission to set those boundaries.  We do 

not have to extend ourselves for people who take advantage of us.  

However, that doesn’t mean that we withhold giving out of fear of being 

taken advantage of.  This is true in our congregational setting as well as 

in our personal lives. 

This called to mind a woman in a church we once belonged to.  She had 

a very moving tale of woe and was pleased to accept whatever help the 

church could throw her way.  In time however, her tale of woe began to 

unravel and she left the church once people began to withhold their 



generosity having been stung by her deception.  She did not work, but 

still expected to eat off the generosity of others. 

Each of us is responsible for our own life – physically and spiritually.  

Paul, in 1 Corinthians, makes the point about taking responsibility for 

our spiritual life, “When I was a child, I spoke like a child, I thought like 

a child, I reasoned like a child; when I became an adult, I put an end to 

childish ways.”  This speaks to those who don’t mooch goods, but who 

manage to mooch spiritually instead. 

You may know these people.  They sit in the pew Sunday after Sunday, 

but they don’t contribute in any way themselves.  They believe the 

preacher will tell them what the Bible says and what it should mean to 

them.  They don’t worry about praying themselves, they rely on the 

congregation to do their praying for them.  Paul’s admonition of “if you 

will not work, you will not eat” now takes on a new connotation. 

If you do not read the Bible for yourself; if you do not practice prayer by 

yourself, no one else can do it for you.  You will not be fed spiritually.  

You will not grow in your understanding of the Christian faith.  You will 

remain a spiritual infant.  As a spiritual infant you will not be able to 

contribute to the community of faith in any meaningful way.  Building 

of the community was important in Paul’s day and remains important 

today. 



Moochers, busybodies, and users take away from the community.  They 

build resentment and distrust within the body.  They bring shame on the 

Christian community in the eyes of the world.  After all, who would 

want to be part of a community where there is nothing but discord?  

These people can keep us from being Christ’s body in the world. 

Paul is calling each of us to consider how we can work to build up the 

church, to build our own spiritual strength, and to be witnesses in our 

communities. Let us commit to doing the spiritual work that will make 

people take notice and think, “There’s a place where I can grow in my 

faith.”  May it be so. 
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